Transportation &
Mobility Plan
A well-integrated network of quality transportation options -- driving, biking,
walking, or riding the bus -- is integral to the quality of life for residents and
economic competitiveness for businesses. The Transportation & Mobility Plan
focuses on strategic improvements to Hudson’s transportation system that can
reduce system inefficiencies and areas of congestion, provide missing linkages
in the roadway network, increase the ease of walking and biking, and strengthen
economic competitiveness through rail and interstate access.

MOTORIZED MOBILITY
Goal &
Recommendations
Provide a safe and efficient network of roads
that meet the needs of Hudson’s residents and
businesses.
cooperatively with both the State of
°° Work
Ohio and Summit County on road and bridge
improvements, balancing regional priorities
with local objectives.

The chapter is organized into two main sections:
—— Motorized Mobility, which provides analysis and recommendations for the
City’s roads, public transit, and railroads; and
—— Bike and Pedestrian Connectivity, which details improvements and projects that can increase the bike and pedestrian friendliness of the community
and improve connectivity between key destinations.

°°

Improve traffic flow during peak travel times by
utilizing intelligent traffic signaling, infrastructure improvements, traffic guards, road
connections, and other applicable tools.

roadways within and along the perim°° Improve
eter of the central Downtown area to help
manage traffic more efficiently.

°°

Work with the Ohio Department of Transportation to fund maintenance and improvement of
Routes 8, 91, and 303.

°°

Identify and improve problematic intersections
through signage, enhanced signalization, and
realignment as needed, excluding the realignment of the Aurora Street, Main Street, and
Clinton Street intersection.

with neighboring municipalities and
°° Working
neighborhood groups, establish mutually-ben-

eficial roadway connections between adjoining
developments.

and continue to support roadway
°° Identify
extension projects that enhance circulation.

°°

Work with Norfolk Southern to separate rail and
vehicle crossings by grade at Stow Road and
Hines Hill Road.

steps to provide safe pedestrian passage
°° Take
and traffic flow through the Owen Brown
viaduct.

high-quality gateway features
°° Implement
at major entry points to the community to

communicate a positive first impression and let
travelers know they have entered Hudson.

Develop and install appropriate wayfinding
°° signage
at strategic locations that can direct

visitors to Downtown Hudson and key community facilities.

the designation of State Route 8 to
°° Support
I-380.

°°

Re-evaluate existing policy to determine
whether desired transportation projects should
be funded locally when external funding is not
available.

for maintenance, repair, and upgrade
°° Budget
of streets as a part of the Capital Improvement
Plan, including for Norton Road.

°°

Work with Akron Metro to increase the desirability of using public transportation as a viable
method of transportation.

with Akron Metro to ensure Hudson’s
°° Work
employment hubs are properly served by public
transportation, both by the location of bus
stops as well as the frequency.

PEDESTRIAN & BIKE
CONNECTIVITY

short trails or pathways between
°° Establish
subdivisions that can increase access to parks

Goal &
Recommendations

development of bikeways or dedi°° Continue
cated bike lanes along Route 91, Route 303,

Establish a well-connected network of sidewalks,
pathways, and trails that increase the safety and
desirability of walking and biking.

°°

Continue implementation of the Connectivity
Plan, with an immediate focus on constructing
new pathways along major roads such as
Route 91, Route 303, Middleton Road, Boston
Mills Road, and Barlow Road and phasing in
sidewalks to other underserved areas in the
mid- to long-term.

with the Hudson School District and the
°° Work
city’s private schools to ensure safe “walk to
school routes” and identify critical gaps in the
sidewalk system.

to require the construction of side°° Continue
walks and the accommodation of trails within
new development.

and open space and reduce the need to walk
or bike along busier roadways.

Terex Road, Barlow Road, Stow Road, Aurora
Street, and Middleton Road.

incentivize, or require business
°° Encourage,
owners and developers to include bike infra-

structure and other pedestrian enhancements
into new developments.

pursue development of trail
°° Aggressively
connections to the Summit MetroParks Bike
and Hike Trail.

development of regional trail
°° Support
connections that can better connect Hudson

with Cleveland and Akron, such as a new trail
connection between the Hike Bike Trail and
the Towpath Trail.

pedestrian amenities, such as benches
°° Add
and trash receptacles, along trails and pathways in appropriate locations and intervals.

explicit and aggressive standards for
°° Develop
traffic calming within neighborhoods, which
standards may exceed state guidelines.

with Norfolk Southern and the Akron Metro
°° Work
Regional Transportation Authority to reinstate
the currently inactive rail line running in a southwesterly direction from roughly the center of
Hudson to the Stow border, providing industrial
users along Season Road with rail access.

with the railroad and federal and state
°° Work
agencies to construct a new underpass to
extend Morse Road to Atterbury Boulevard.
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Plan
A well-integrated network of quality transportation options is integral to the quality of life for
residents and economic competitiveness for businesses. The Motorized Transportation Plan
focuses on strategic improvements to Hudson’s transportation system that can reduce system
ineﬃciencies and areas of congestion, provide missing linkages in the roadway network, and
strengthen economic competitiveness through rail and interstate access.
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Roads

Classification
91

Inter-Jurisdictional
Cooperation
The City of Hudson is responsible for the
day-to-day maintenance and oversight
of Hudson’s roads, including Routes 8,
91, and 303, although these three roadways fall under the jurisdiction of the Ohio
Department of Transportation. Major
improvements to state roads require state
approval and are generally funded by state
and federal dollars. This can limit the City’s
ability to make improvements and control
road access. The two expressways that
cut through Hudson, I-80 and I-480, fall
under the jurisdiction of the Ohio Turnpike
and Infrastructure Commission and Ohio
Department of Transportation, respectively. No roads fall under Summit County’s
jurisdiction, although several bridges do. It is
important that the City work cooperatively
with both the State of Ohio and Summit
County to balance regional priorities with
local objectives.

480

80
80

8
303

303

91
8

Roadway Jurisdiction
Ohio Turnpike and
Infrastructure Commission
Ohio Department of
Transportation

City of Hudson

Hudson’s roads are classified into five
different categories by the Ohio Department of Transportation based on the
service and access they provide to motorists. This classification system designed by
the federal government helps government
officials, planners, and engineers understand the role of each roadway, as well as
what type of treatments and investment
are needed. In some aspects, Hudson’s
road network is different from many other
communities, as high volume and busy
roadways have low posted speeds and are
two lane roads, such as Route 303.
It is important to note that these classifications are not static. As traffic volumes
increase on particular roads due to regional
and/or local factors, it will be important to
modify these classifications to ensure roads
support the proper level of land access,
mobility, maintenance, and right-of-way.

The five road classifications used within
Hudson are explained below and depicted
on the Motorized Transportation Plan:
are high-speed roadways
°°Interstates
that provide high levels of mobility but
no land access. Neither I-80 nor I-480
have exits in Hudson, however, both
roads pass through the city.
Arterials are busy roadways
°°Principal
that link interstates with less busy roads
and serve as the main spine within
the community. Route 91 is a principle
arterial.
Arterials support principle
°°Minor
arterials and often intersect with principle arterials. Route 303, Terex Road,
Hudson Drive, and parts of Stow Road
are all minor arterials.
provide access to both
°°Collectors
arterials and neighborhoods, parks,

Project Funding
The City should continue to budget for
maintenance, repair, and upgrade of
existing streets as a part of the Capital
Improvement Plan. The City should also
work with relevant county, regional, state,
and federal partners to identify funding for
improvements detailed within the Comprehensive Plan. The Implementation Chapter
provides more details about potential
funding sources.
The existing policy of the City of Hudson
is to maintain the existing road infrastructure and not build new, unless external
funding is available. In the coming years,
the City should also re-evaluate this policy
to determine if desired projects should be
funded locally when external funding is not
available.

schools, and small commercial areas.
They balance land access with mobility
and collect traffic and disburse it into
the busier traffic grid.
are the most common road
°°Locals
classifications in Hudson. They are
mostly residential roadways and provide
direct access to homes through driveways and curb cuts.
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Congestion Mitigation
Two roads, Routes 303 and 91, form the
spine of Hudson’s road network and
serve the majority of the city’s traffic. As a
result, segments of these roads become
congested during peak times, particularly
at the heart of the city where both roads
converge. The Akron Metropolitan Area
Transportation Study (AMATS) organization
has designated the area north of the intersection as a “high crash roadway” and the
intersection itself as “near capacity.”
AMATS developed a transportation model
comparing congestion in Hudson for
both 2010 (actual) and 2035 (projected).
Congestion was defined as roads operating at a Levels of Service “D,” “E,” or “F,”
which are the lowest level of service on a
scale ranging from A-F. The calculation is a
function of traffic volume and actual road
capacity.
As seen in the accompanying graphic,
Hudson’s congestion is projected to
generally remain moderate and consistent
between 2010 and 2035. Key changes
that will impact mobility and infrastructure
needs include increased congestion at
the intersection of Routes 91 and 303 and
along Stow Road and decreased congestion
along Route 303.

54

8

Road widening within these congested
areas is not feasible or desired. Two-lane
roads are an integral part of Hudson’s small
town character, and in many cases, existing
development patterns prevent right-of-way
expansion. Opportunities to reduce congestion in include:

Railroad Crossings
An active rail line intersects with both Stow
Road and Hines Hill Road without any
grade separation. This often causes delays
for drivers and stalls traffic until the train
passes. The City should work with Norfolk
Southern to separate rail and vehicle crossings by grade at Stow Road and Hines Hill
Road, as well as work to identify funding for
such a project.

Congestion Level (2010)
Level of Service D

intelligent traffic signaling that
°°Utilizing
can adapt in real time to fluctuations in
traffic volume;
traffic guard(s) or police
°°Placing
officer(s) at the intersection of Route

91

480

303 and 91 to direct traffic during peak
periods;
road connections to the
°°Constructing
existing network that can direct traffic
away from the intersection of Route
303 and 91;

80
80

8
303

a grade separated rail
°°Constructing
crossing at Stow Road;

303

with businesses located in
°°Working
areas of high employment density to

Along Owen Brown Street, within the
Downtown Phase II study area, a narrow
right-of-way under a rail culvert inhibits
safe and efficient traffic flow. The City
should add a traffic signal to regulate
movement under the culvert, limiting traffic
flow to one direction at any given time.

DESIGNATION of
Route 8 to I-380
Hudson’s industrial areas would greatly
benefit from the re-designation of State
Route 8, which runs along the western
border of the community, to I-380. It would
increase the attractiveness of operating a
business in the area, assist in marketing and
branding, and provide for additional funding
opportunities for road improvements.

Intersection Improvements
Several intersections were identified by
the City, residents, and the Akron Metropolitan Area Transportation Study as being
problematic or difficult to navigate. These
intersections are depicted on the accompanying map and should be evaluated for
improvements. The City should continue to
identify and improve problematic intersections through signage, enhanced signalization, and realignment.

establish staggered work shifts that can
alleviate traffic during peak hours; and
walking, biking, or the
°°Encouraging
usage of public transportation.

Hudson Comprehensive Plan | Transportation & Mobility Plan
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Congestion Level (2035)
Level of Service D
Level of Service E
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WithOUT Connection

With Connection

Subdivision Connections

The points at which visitors enter a community are called “gateway” areas. The character
and appearance of these areas are important
factors in determining the overall image and
perception of Hudson as a whole. These
areas, such as along Route 91 and Route 303
can serve as locations for distinctive signage
incorporating the City’s logo and having
similar landscape and hardscape features.
Recently, several gateway signs were added.
The City should expand gateway features
to other key entry points. Gateway signage
notifying motorists and pedestrians that they
have entered Downtown Hudson could also
be beneficial to better branding and defining
the Downtown.

Many residential subdivisions are not
connected to one another due to cul-desacs and dead-ends that do not link to
adjacent neighboring streets. This can
make mobility and navigation for motorists,
walkers, and cyclists difficult and inefficient,
and also inhibit social connections. Examples of recent connections are at Sapphire
Drive or Clayton Court and Cutler Lane.

Wayfinding signs effectively direct motorists,
cyclists, and pedestrians to points of interest
throughout a given area. In conjunction with
gateways, the City should install context-appropriate wayfinding signage throughout
Hudson. These signs should have a uniform
design and incorporate the City’s logo. Key
locations that should be identified include
municipal buildings such as Downtown, City
Hall, Barlow Community Center, Western
Reserve Academy, schools, athletic fields, and
more. The size and scale of the signs will vary
depending on the scale of the environment
and speed of travel, with smaller pedestrian-oriented signage in Downtown and larger
auto-oriented signage in corridor areas.
Adopted January 2016 | Prepared by Houseal Lavigne Associates

SAPPHIR

SAPPHIR

Gateways & Wayfinding

E DR

Sapphire Dr

E DR

Sapphire Dr

It is recognized that the usage of cul-desacs do have positive benefits, such as
creating attractive vistas as well as reducing
thru traffic. Working with neighborhood
groups, the City should examine the use of
cul-de-sacs and dead ends and implement
simple road connections where it is determined that connecting the grid provides
significant overall benefit without compromising the character of adjacent neighborhoods. The City should also re-evaluate
existing regulations to ensure that logical
connections can be made in future adjacent
developments.

Rail
An active Norfolk Southern line runs in
a southeasterly direction through the
community with access at multiple
industrial sites. On any given day, between
55-65 trains utilize the line. The other main
right-of-way is inactive, running roughly
from the intersection of Route 91 and 303
in a southwesterly direction. Ownership of
the inactive railway is split between Norfolk
Southern in the north and Akron Metro
Regional Transportation Authority in the
south. Hudson is not served by passenger
rail service.
In order to increase the marketability of
industrial properties along the rail line,
particularly the Seasons Greene Eco-Industrial Park, the City should work with Norfolk
Southern and the Akron Metro Regional
Transportation Authority to reinstate this
rail line to active status. Activation should
be coordinated closely with development
of the regional Veterans Trail (detailed in
the following section) to ensure a safe “rails
with trails” corridor.

Public
Transportation
Hudson is served directly by three of Akron
Metro’s bus routes:
Route 103, which runs from
°°Bus
Downtown Akron to Boston Heights.
Route 104, which runs from
°°Bus
Downtown Akron to the Creekside Park
and Ride in Twinsburg.
Route x60, which runs from
°°Bus
Cuyahoga Falls to Twinsburg.
Collectively, these routes are regional in
nature, seeking to connect select locations
in Hudson to other cities and towns. The
current design of the routes makes intracity trips challenging.

Based on employment density data
provided by the U.S. Census Bureau,
Hudson has three main employment areas:
(a) Downtown Hudson, (b) the office park
cluster along Boston Mills Road near the
border with Boston Heights, and (c) the
industrial area containing Little Tikes and
JoAnn Fabrics in the southern portion of
town. The City should work with Akron
Metro to ensure these employment hubs
are properly served, both by the location of
bus stops as well as the frequency.
Anecdotal information suggests that the
majority of riders on Hudson’s three existing
routes are not Hudson residents. Based on
community demographics, existing infrastructure, and spatial analysis, it is assumed
that Hudson residents will continue to use
the automobile as the primary method of
transportation. However, the City should
work with Akron Metro to increase the
desirability of public transportation as a
viable method of transportation, particularly among Western Reserve Academy
students, youth, seniors, and those looking
to enjoy an evening out in Downtown, as
well as for festivals and events.

Transportation & Mobility Plan | Hudson Comprehensive Plan
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The Comprehensive Plan recommends
continued implementation of the Connectivity Plan, with an immediate focus on
constructing new sidewalks and pathways
within the city core extending outward,
particularly along such major roads such
as Route 91, Route 303, Middleton Road,
Boston Mills Road, and Barlow Road. Phasing
should be based on the “high priority,”
“medium priority,” and “low priority” levels
established in the Plan and depicted in the
accompanying graphic.

EY
LL
VA

Sidewalk and walkway access within Hudson
varies widely by location. Within the core, the
sidewalk network is relatively complete due
to long-standing municipal requirements
that new residential development contain
sidewalks. Outside of the core, in the former
unincorporated areas, sidewalks become
sparser. Nearly three-quarters of Hudson’s
residential streets were built under County
authority and the County did not require residential construction to include sidewalks. As
such, the City has the challenge of trying to
retrofit already developed areas to establish
basic pedestrian infrastructure.

The City underwent a public process in 2013
to assess improvements to the pedestrian and bike network. The Connectivity
Plan recommended development of new
sidewalks and pathways and prioritized
them based on a variety of factors. The
Plan’s recommendations rightly recognize
that many lower density subdivisions may
not need or desire sidewalks within the
subdivisions themselves; instead, connections between subdivisions and commercial
areas, other subdivisions, parks, schools, and
Downtown are more important.
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High Priority

Existing Park Trails

Medium Priority

Existing Sidewalks

Low Priority

Existing Parks
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Local Trails

Hudson to Cleveland

The City in 2013 approved bikeways and
signage on some of Hudson’s main roads,
including Route 91, Route 303, Terex Road,
Barlow Road, Stow Road, Aurora Street, and
Middleton Road. The City should continue
implementation of this program, with a
particular focus on using on-street bikeways and bike lanes to link neighborhoods,
the Veterans’ Trail, City parks, the Hike and
Bike Trail, and Downtown Hudson. It is
expected that on-street bike infrastructure
will remain limited to appropriate major
roadways. To support the bikeway system,
the City should evaluate encouraging or
requiring business owners and developers
to include bike infrastructure and other
pedestrian enhancements into new developments.

The City’s 2000 Parks and Recreation
Master Plan, which still guides local policy
decisions, proposed several new local trails
that would increase community connectivity. The Comprehensive Plan endorses
these recommendations, and they are
depicted in the accompanying graphic.

Hudson sits in an advantageous location, with varying degrees of access to
several regional trails running through the
greater Cleveland and Akron regions. The
City should maintain a regional focus on
transportation and recreation, and actively
work with other communities, counties,
not-for-profits, and the State of Ohio to
establish connections between Hudson’s
trail infrastructure and other important
regional trails, such as the Towpath Trail and
the Portage Hike and Bike Trail. For example,
construction of the Veterans Way Trail as
well as a connection between the Hike
and Bike Trail and the Towpath Trail would
permit cyclists to bike from Downtown
Hudson to Downtown Cleveland via the
Cuyahoga Valley National Park.
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Trails
Hudson has an established trails network, but
many opportunities for expansion exist both
internally as well as externally to a regional
system spanning the greater Cleveland
and Akron regions. Expansion will not only
increase resident quality of life, reduce traffic
congestion, and encourage healthy behaviors,
but also better link residents and non-residents alike with important Hudson assets
such as Downtown Hudson.
Hudson’s existing trail network consists
of the Summit County Bike and Hike Trail
running through the southwest corner of the
community, as well as a series of smaller trails
within city parks that span from 1/6th of a mile
to 2 miles in length. The Bike and Hike Trail is
a “rails to trails” conversion and its 34 miles of
trail links to the Cleveland Metroparks Trail in
the north at the Cuyahoga County line.

The City should continue to expand the
trail network as a method of both transportation and recreation. New residential
and commercial developments should be
required to connect to the trail network,
where applicable.

Veterans Trail
The Veterans Trail is a high priority regional
trail currently being planned for by the City,
in partnership with neighboring communities. It is comprised of two pieces: the
Heights to Hudson Trail and the Akron
Secondary Line Trail, which intersect
at Veterans Way Park near Downtown
Hudson. The City should continue to invest
in planning and infrastructure that can
support development of the trail over time
and provide important local and regional
connections.

Trail Oriented Development
New high density development, such as
condominiums, apartments, townhomes,
and duplexes, should be positioned along
the new Veterans Trail and the existing Hike
and Bike Trail to maximize recreational and
transportation access for residents. Young
professionals would enjoy easy access to a
regional bicycle trail network, and seniors
would be able to exercise and walk safely to
Downtown Hudson.
Building off of the success of the “Trails
of Hudson” development, the Residential
Areas Framework Plan within the Land Use
Plan identifies locations along the Hike and
Bike Trail and the Veterans Trail suitable for
such development, although Downtown
Hudson is considered the most desirable
location for trail-oriented development.
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